
CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter discusses the background of the research statement of the problem, 

hypothesis of the research, objective of the research, scope and significance of the 

research. 

A. Background of the research 

Literary works are the work of humans by imagining the imagination contained 

within the author. The existence of literary works in human life can fill the "spirit of 

the soul" because reading literary works not only provides entertainment, but can 

provide enlightenment of the soul. In other words, literary works can provide 

entertainment and benefits. By reading literary works,we can momentarily divert 

grief and follow the storyline, beauty, and flexibility of the language displayed by the 

author. The benefits of literary works are obtained through implicit values, behind the 

pabric of the story told by the author. By reading literary works, certain values will be 

indirectly permeated behind the plotor interwoven story that is nicely displayed. 

Literature always changes from time to time. We can understand that the difference 

between literature and non-literature can be relative.Yes, literature always changes 

from time to time because writers creatively always change the boundaries of 

literature that have been accepted in society. 

This also relates to the development of society and related to the cultural 

context. Then  will know that literature moves between convention and innovation, 



the dynamics run between an" agreement that has been accepted by many people" 

(has become a tradition) and is likely to change. The most fundamental in the 

convention is the classification of literary texts into three, namely the genre of prose, 

poetry and drama. Each genre can be subdivided into sub-genres. 

Yolanda  argues that good literary works provide functions, as: (1) pleasing or 

enjoyment of entertainment, which means literary works are seen as regulators of life 

rhythm and a sense balancer. (2) instructing or giving certain teachings, which inspire 

enthusiasm for life. That is, literary works are expected to reflect the active aspects in 

addition to providing entertainment and education, literary works can also influence 

readers through their content and meaning. Literary works receive influence from 

society and at the same time are able to give social influence to the community. 

While in literature there is also one of them is poetry, poetry is Poetry is one 

genre or type of literature. Often the term "poem" is equated with "rhyme". Actually 

the term is not the same, poetry is a type of literature that covers poetry, while poetry 

and individual poem. In English terms ,poetry is poetry and is poem  poetry is a 

medium of poet expression in expressing ideas or ideas. Deeper, poetry is the deepest 

expression of poets' hearts in responding to and event. 

Is that event experienced or events that occur around his life.Usually in a work, 

in this case poetry can reflect the recording of events that occur at a certain time. 

Poetry is a form of literary work that uses beautiful and rich words meaning The 

beauty of a poem is caused by diction, rhyme, and the rhythm contained in the poem 

caused by compaction of all elements of language  (Marwatiin Somad (2010: 13). 



The be fore to find out the ability and understanding of poetry the writer is 

compelled to hold research on "exploring the students' interpretation of poetry by 

William shakespeare. This research was conducted the Student’s are able to 

appreciate poetry and be positive about the values contained in literature (poetry) 

created in developing Indonesian literature in general. 

B. Scope of the problem 

Based on the background of the problem outlined above, the following 

problems can be identified. 

Moral values contained in the poems A fair song, Sonnet CXIV and Sonnet 

CXIII  By William Shakespeare. 

C. Statement(s) of the Problem 

The research problem is " what one moral in  poetry by William Shakespeare"? 

D. Objective(s) of the Research 

 The objective of this research is to find  the moral values in poetry a fary   

song, sonnet CXIV and sonnet CXIII by William Shakespeare. 

E. Significance of the research 

In general significance of the study are divided into 2.As follow: 

1. Theoretical 

The students will prove that structural analysis is still relevan and can 

be accepted for literary study. It also proves that William Shakespeare A 

fairy song is a structure which as, idea of transformative and idea of self-



regulation 

2. Practical 

In addition this research is expected to give some contributions is 

this study may be used as alternative material for literary studies, literary 

criticism and the further study especially poem which use structure 

approach. 
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